Honours and Awards

Every three months the Wing Commander and Wing Chief Warrant Officer recognize Cold Lake personnel’s milestones and achievements at the quarterly Honours and Awards ceremony. In addition to medals and decorations, specific commendations and other accolades are presented.

Col Eric Kenny and Acting Wing Chief Warrant Officer Brad Sommerfeld presented honours and awards to deserving recipients last Thursday at the Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess.

Not pictured: MCpl Swinden, 1 AMS, CD1; Capt Scarpino, 409 Sqn, NATO Baltic Air Policing (BAP) Mission Medal.

**JTF-Iraq Command Team Commendation**

As the Long Range Patrol Detachment Master Warrant Officer, MWO Donovan of 10 FTTS provided leadership and guidance, working long hours and participating in 12 combat missions.

**Combat Training Centre Commander’s Commendation**

Cfn Morenz and Cfn Blackadder of WLE/WTEM, while members of the Royal Canadian Electrical and Mechanical Engineer School, volunteered to provide assistance to the community of Angus following a tornado in June 2014.

**Flight Safety – Good Show Award**

Cpl Aaron Kennedy and Cpl Byron Plume of 409 Sqn identified and halted a dangerous maintenance action being carried out on a nearby aircraft, preventing a potentially serious aircraft incident and possible loss of life.
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Wing Commander’s Commendation

The 10 FTTS Courseware Development Team ported and improved training material from a non-compliant server with minimal impact on training.

WO Stockley of 1 AMS kept the morale of her sections high through arduous times, while maintaining 4 Wing Force Generation and Force Employment weapons requirements.

Airperson of the Quarter

MCpl N.J. Katuski, 1 AMS/NDT
As 4 Wing NDT Section I/C, MCpl Katuski’s attitude and work ethic were reflected in his subordinates’ performance, ensuring that scheduled and unforeseen requirements were met.

Team of the Quarter

EDF/EOD Team
The Explosive Disposal Flight and augmentation staff contributed to the firefighting effort on the CLAWR while maintaining their own operations, and the Explosive Ordnance Disposal team responded to more than a dozen calls on and around the CLAWR.

Canadian Peacekeeping Service Medal
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